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Wyatt’s Custom Precision Pistols

In late YE 41 Wyatt Fujiwara began hand-crafting a line of match-grade pistols for some of his closest
friends and colleagues, each individual pistol is mechanically the same though slight alterations such as
measurements and sometimes materials are made depending on the dimensions of the user and the
caliber the weapon is chambered in.

They are not commercially available and rather are given out, by Wyatt, as gifts.

History

Wyatt Fujiwara started out his military service in the SAOY as a sharp-shooter and maintained his precise
shooting arm throughout his career thus far, being in a position so dependent on weapons shooting as
straight as they are advertised to has led to Wyatt taking more than a casual interest in the maintenance
and modification of firearms, saying it is beyond that of the average soldier would be quite the
understatement – after having designed the 55 x 120 mm Aether-Slugs in YE 41 Wyatt decided to turn
his attention away from proprietary ammunition towards something more commonly used, and so he
picked up the hobby of producing match-grade sidearms for his closest of friends, chambering them in
commonly-used pistol rounds, with the exact caliber depending on the user’s needs.

The first few pistols were produced towards the end of YE 41 to be distributed during celebrations at the
end of that year.

About Wyatt’s Custom Precision Pistols

Each one of these pistols is hand-crafted by Wyatt to ensure they are held to the highest quality, they are
not commercially available and Wyatt is the sole distributor of these pistols, going so far as to carve each
grip to specifically suit the hand of the intended user.

Nomenclature Information

Statistical and manufacturing information about the weapon.

Designer: Wyatt Fujiwara
Manufacturer: Wyatt Fujiwara
Name: 10mm Custom Precision Pistol
Nomenclature: N/A
Type: Chemical Projectile Propulsion
Role: Match-Grade Anti-Personnel Pistol
Length: 17.19 in / 43.7 cm
Weight: 2.82 lbs / 1.28 kg
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Appearance

Each pistol may vary slightly depending on the intended owner though generally, they have a rather
distinct silhouette, featuring a wooden handle specifically shaped for each owner’s grip and a thick barrel
that sits as low as physically possible. The exterior is primarily anodized Durandium Alloy that has been
urethane-painted matte black, with the slide looking like it is made from brushed gold and a feed-ramp
that has been polished to a mirror sheen. Only the rear-most portion of the slide cycles with each shot.

The mag-well is slightly flared at the base to make reloading under duress an easier process and the
front of the trigger guard contains a coin-sized fusion battery as well as a laser pointer module, finally,
the end of the barrel comes threaded by default. Things such as the material of the grip, color of the gun
and even the specific integrated components may be altered as per the intended owner’s needs on a
case by case basis.

Discharge Information

Information related to what happens with each shot out of this weapon.

Muzzle Flash: A small cone of fire out the barrel’s end.
Retort: A sharp subsonic crack with each round fired.
Effective Range: Varies depending on caliber.
Rate of Fire: As fast as the user can repeatedly squeeze the trigger.
Recoil: Minimal

Ammunition

Information pertaining to what the weapon fires.

Ammunition: 10 x 25 mm Ketsurui Zaibatsu/.45 Zen Armaments/.45 Nepleslian/Zen Armaments
.357 SMG/Galactic Horizon 7.7x15mm
Purpose: Tier 1, Light Anti-Personnel
Round Capacity: 15+11)

Weapon Mechanisms

Information about how the weapon functions.

Firing Mechanism: Recoil operated, each shot ejects an empty casing and strips a new round from
the magazine before chambering it, the firing mechanism recoils out the rear of the pistol before
returning to its resting position. It features a double-action trigger though being so precision-
focused it is often manually cocked before being fired, for greater accuracy.
Loading: A magazine-release button is depressed to allow the magazine to exit the pistol’s grip,
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allowing it to be replaced with a new magazine, the user then flicks down on the slide release
paddle to chamber a round and make the pistol ready to fire again.
Mode Selector: N/A
Firing Modes: N/A
Safety Mechanism: Each pistol features a molded grip-safety built into the rear of the pistol’s grip,
this small tab is slightly curved and shaped in such a way that so long as the weapon is held
correctly and this tab is depressed then the safety should disengage.
Weapon Sight: Wyatt tailors the specific style of sights to best suit each owner but regardless both
the front and rear sight prongs are tritium-lit for better target acquisition in the dark and removable
if the owner wishes to swap them out – in addition to this there is a laser pointer mounted to the
front of the trigger guard, this laser featuring an on/off switch that uses the grip safety as an
activator.
Attachment Hard Points: A section of Type 40 Yamatai Integrated Rail System runs along the top of
the pistol, used to mount optics systems – though at the user’s discretion he can use their
preferred type of rail system or even remove it entirely.

Other

The 10mm version of these custom-built pistols use magazines designed for the General Service Pistol,
Type 28 and ODM 10mm Pistol seamlessly, though Wyatt gives three custom-made magazines to
everyone he gifts one of these weapons to – these custom magazines have a strip of iron built into each
side, the iron’s ferromagnetic properties being used by a basic electromagnetic rail system in the grip of
each pistol, which uses a small bit of power to quickly fling these custom magazines out when the
magazine release is depressed. Additionally, the barrel and all the moving components of the weapon are
made from titanium-nitride-coated Durandium Alloy, making them function extremely smoothly – Wyatt
put a lot of thought behind the performance of these pistols, going so far as to give the barrels expensive
monomolecular-level rifling to improve the projectiles’ stability.

Each pistol comes in a matte-black Durandium Alloy case lined with a lead core and shock-absorbing
foam padding that features cut-outs for the pistol and three magazines, the case is waterproof as well as
dustproof, featuring both the model number laser-engraved onto the lid and a hand-written note from
Wyatt sitting atop the pistol – unique modifications may be made to the pistol on a case-by-case basis for
each recipient.

Pricing

Wyatt gifts these pistols to personnel and asks for no compensation in return, it usually costs a few
hundred KS to produce one.

Replaceable Parts and Components

The weapons are exceptionally well made and designed to take a beating though any replacement parts
that are needed can be sent to the pistol’s owner by Wyatt, or the pistol can be sent for him to repair
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before returning it to its owner.

Optional Attachments

These custom sidearms can accept most pistol attachments on the market, with barrels that feature
standard threading making them compatible with off the shelf suppressors and other barrel attachments
made for that caliber.

Ammunition

These pistols are most commonly chambered in 10 x 25 mm Ketsurui Zaibatsu, due to Wyatt mostly
making these for individuals in Yamataian space – though he can build them in other similarly powerful
pistol rounds if the user would benefit from it, packaging them with three ferromagnetic 15 capacity
magazines designed for that caliber.

Ammunition Price Quickchart
Type Price (100 Round Box)
10 x 25 mm Ketsurui Zaibatsu 25KS/50DA
.45 Zen Armaments 7.5KS/15DA
.45 Nepleslian 15KS/30DA
Zen Armaments .357 SMG 16KS/32DA
Galactic Horizon 7.7x15mm 40KS/80DA

Owners

Users wishing to add this weapon to their character’s inventory must contact SirSkully2) and discuss the
matter with them personally, generally though only those who have had an affect on Wyatt Alder’s life or
a good friend of his could come into possession of one – it’s a case by case thing.

#00 belongs to Wyatt Fujiwara3)

#01 belongs to Wyatt’s old Rikugun Squad Leader4)

#02 belongs to his Aunt Alix McGregor5)

#03 belongs to highschool crush, Peyton Pinkerton6)

#04 belongs to good friend and advice-giver, Kara "Gravity" Sifsdottir7)

#05 was a bribe so that Donvan Black would stop sending him nudes 8)
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OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2020/01/11 17:13.

Approved by Syaoran on 1/19/2020

1)

full magazine plus one additional round sitting in the weapon’s chamber
2)

you are more likely to reach me through Discord direct messages than messages on the Forum
3)

has an offset 1-4x scope with an extended barrel
4)

chambered in .357 SMG, has a Nepleslian rail and a polymer grip
5)

chambered in .45 Nep, no rail
6)

chambered in .45 Nep, has a meat-tenderizer styled muzzle-break and a red-dot sight
7)

Exterior of the gun has a chromed finish with a non-removable barrel shroud styled after a dragon’s
head, threading is still accessible
8)

Chambered in GH 7.7x15MM features hairpin trigger and a titanium upper with a burnt end
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